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BJP has 'broken' dream of
lakhs of youth: Rahul
NEW DELHI, June 23:
Attacking the BJP over the
'Agnipath' scheme, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi on Thursday said the
ruling party has "broken the dream"
of lakhs of youth to serve the country and asserted that a storm will
rise from their tears that will break
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
"arrogance of power".
Taking to Twitter, Gandhi posted a video of a young man in tears

Man dies under
mysterious
circumstances
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, June 23: A man
died under mysterious circumstances here today, police
sources said.
The deceased was identified
as Ajaz Ahmed Laway, son of
Ghulam Rasool Laway, a resident of Nandapora, Khanabal,
District Anantnag.
He was found unconscious
near out gate of general bus
stand here and was rushed to
Government Medical College
and Hospital (GMCH), where
doctors pronounced him as
brought dead.
The body has been shifted to
mortuary of GMCH for completion of medical and legal formalities.
Bus Stand Police has taken
cognizance in this regard.

expressing anguish over having lost
the chance to join the armed forces.
"There has not been any
recruitment in the armed forces for
the last two years. 2018-19:
53,431; 2019-20: 80,572; 2020-21:
0; 2021-22: 0," the former
Congress chief said.
"By bringing 'Agniveers' on a
four-year contract, the BJP has broken the dream of lakhs of youth to
serve the nation. Such a storm will
rise from these tears that will
destroy the arrogance of power of
the prime minister," Gandhi said in
a tweet in Hindi.
Addressing Congress parliamentarians and legislators from
across the country who converged
at the party headquarters here on
Wednesday to express solidarity
with him after he was questioned
by the Enforcement Directorate,
Gandhi had alleged that the BJP
government "which calls itself
nationalist" was "weakening" the
armed forces through the
'Agnipath' scheme.
He had also said Modi will
have to withdraw the military
recruitment initiative just like he
rolled back the farm laws.
Several parts of the country
witnessed protests after the
announcement of the scheme that
seeks to recruit youths between the
age bracket of 17-and-half years to
21 for only four years with a provision to retain 25 per cent of them
for 15 more years. For 2022, the
upper age limit has been extended
to 23 years. (PTI)

India's GSAT-24 satellite launched, Urban cooperative banks need to focus on
entire capacity leased to Tata Play
symmetric development: Shah
BENGALURU, June 23:

NEW DELHI, June 23:

NewSpace India Limited
(NSIL) on Thursday successfully
undertook the launch of GSAT-24
in its first "demand-driven" communication satellite mission post
space sector reforms, leasing the
entire capacity on board to Directto-Home (DTH) service provider
Tata Play.
Built by Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO) for
NSIL, GSAT-24 is a 24-Ku band
communication satellite weighing
4180 kg with pan-India coverage
for meeting DTH application
needs.
"Today, 23rd June 2022 @
03.20 Hrs IST, NewSpace India
Limited (NSIL), a CPSE under
Department of Space, successfully
undertook the launch of GSAT-24
communication satellite on-board
Ariane-V (VA257 flight) from
Kourou, French Guiana (South
America)," NSIL, the commercial
arm of Bengaluru-headquartered
ISRO, said.
Ariane-V (VA257 flight),
operated by French company
Arianespace, also carried Measat3d communication satellite from
Malaysia as other co-passenger.
"Today's successful mission of
GSAT-24 is a major step forward
for NSIL in commercially meeting
the DTH communication needs of
the country using indigenously
built satellite solutions from
ISRO," said Secretary in the
Department of Space and ISRO

Asserting that urban cooperative banks (UCBs) need to focus on
symmetric
development,
Cooperation Minister Amit Shah on
Thursday asked UCBs to undertake
key reforms including hiring young
talent and adopting modern banking
methods in order remain competitive.
Structural changes, strengthening of human resources, computerising accounting process, hiring
experts to handle surplus funds are
the other reforms that UCBs need to
undertake in order to compete with
nationalised and private banks, he
said.
By implementing these reforms,
the UCBs should make themselves
more irrelevant in the current times,
the minister said and assured that
cooperative banks will not be treated like a "second grade citizen".
"There are 1,534 urban cooperative banks, 54 scheduled urban
cooperative banks, 35 multi-state
cooperative banks, 580 multi-state
cooperative credit societies, 22 state
cooperatives. We have a wide presence but it is uneven. ... We need to
properly work on symmetric development of urban cooperative
banks," Shah said addressing an
event here.
Since cooperative banks are the
only banks that lend to the lower
strata of the society, there is a need
to set up at least one UCB in every
town in the country, he said and
directed the National Federation of
Urban Cooperative Banks and
Credit Societies (NAFCUS) to
focus on symmetric development of
UCBs across India.
"Symmetric expansion will help
us remain in the competition.
Successful banks should also come
forward and contribute to this," he
said.
Presently, the role of urban
cooperative banks is negligible in
the total banking sector in terms of

Arianespace launched GSAT-24 on-board Ariane-V VA257
flight from the Guiana Space Centre in Kourou.
operator for this particular satelChairman, Dr S Somanath.
As part of "space reforms" lite," he said. After nearly 40 minannounced by the government in utes of flight, GSAT-24 was sucJune 2020, NSIL, incorporated in cessfully injected into its intended
March 2019, was mandated to Geo-Synchronous Transfer Orbit
undertake operational satellite (GTO) with Perigee: 250 km and
missions on a "demand driven" Apogee: 35825 km. (PTI)
model, wherein it has the responsibility to build, launch, own &
operate satellites and provide services to its committed customer.
Excelsior Correspondent
The entire satellite capacity
on-board GSAT-24 will be leased
JAMMU, June 23: Additional
to its committed customer Tata
Director
General
(Western
Play, the DTH business of Tata
Command) of BSF P V
Group, for meeting their DTH
Ramasastry visited the Jammu
application needs.
frontier on Thursday and reviewed
GSAT-24 is configured on
the security situation and operaISRO's proven I-3k Bus with a
tional preparedness of field formamission life of 15 years.
tions in the region, officials said.
"Demand-driven' mode basiHe was on a two-day visit to
cally means when satellite is
the Jammu frontier from
launched, one will know who the
Wednesday to review the preparaend customers are going to be and
tions of the Amarnath Yatra, the
what's the kind of utilisation and
PRO of BSF, Jammu, said.
commitment so that you have very
Inspector General (IG) of
effective utilisation of this satellite
Jammu D K Boora gave a detailed
capacity once it goes into orbit," an
presentation to the ADG about the
NSIL official explained.
general security scenario in the
"Earlier, the mode was more
area, he said.
supply driven, with capacity being
Ramasastry also visited Samba
leased after the launch with largeand Kathua borders and took stock
ly no firm commitment by cusof the security situation there.
tomers before hand," the official
During the visit, the ADG also
noted.
interacted with jawans and praised
"The entire mission is fully
the troops for their alertness. (PTI)
funded by NSIL -- satellite,
launch, launch campaign, insurance, transportation, in-orbit
maintenance and support. Once
the satellite is up in orbit, this will
Excelsior Correspondent
be fully owned and operated by
NSIL," NSIL Chairman and
JAMMU, June 23: Talab Tillo and Sainik Colony Police seized
Managing Director Radhakris- three vehicles involved in illegal mining.
hnan Durairaj said.
As per police sources, teams from Police Post Talab Tillo led by
"So, we will be the satellite PSI Rajesh Kumar and Police Post Sainik Colony led by PSI
Bhawani Singh raided different locations in their respective areas
PUBLIC NOTICE and seized 3 different vehicles involved in illegal mining.
This is for the information of the general
DMO Jammu was also intimated about the same.
public that Mrs. Chander Rekha W/o
Sh.Koushaldeep Singh R/O H.No.51,
The mining was being done in violation of order of High Court
W.No.7, Ram Talai, Link Road, Akhnoor,
of J&K.
Jammu has approached this bank for sancIn order to strictly implement the drive against illegal mining
tion of Housing Loan for purchase of Flat no.
304, Tower/Block no. 2, Type 4, 3rd Floor sitand to tighten noose against the violators of the law, Jammu Police
uated at THE GRANDE, Suraj Nagar, Main
has initiated strict action.
Road Akhnoor Road, Jammu having super

BSF WC chief
reviews situation

3 vehicles involved in
illegal mining seized

area of 1432 sq. feet situated at The
Housing Project named as "THE GRANDE'
at Shakti Nagar, Akhnoor Road, Jammu.
Public in general is hereby informed that any
person/s, body/ies, institution/s having any
objection to the mortgage of the above said
property in favor of the Bank as mentioned
herein above may contact the under-signed
and file his/her/their objection within five(5)
days from the date of publication of this
notice failing which no objection shall be
entertained in this regard and it shall be presumed that nobody has any objection to the
mortgage of the said property to the Bank
and the same is free from all previous
encumbrances, charges, liens, and litigations.
Dated: 23/06/2022
The J&K Bank Talab Tillo
Tel: - 9419136336

THE JAMMU AND KASHMIR
BOARD OF SCHOOL EDUCATION

contributors to the country's GDP.
Listing out the key reforms, the
Minister said UCBs cannot be satisfied with the current growth, having
Rs 5 lakh deposit and Rs 3 lakh
crore advance payment.
"This may appear big, but what
is its share in the total banking sector? Urban cooperative banks' share
in deposit is only 3.25 per cent,
while in advance payment it is 2.69
per cent. We need to expand this,"
he said.
For expansion of UCBs, he said
structural changes are required and
the next generation having banking
experience should be hired for better operation of the banks. The systems should be modernised,
accounting should be computerised, accounting alerts should be
put in place besides infusing young
talent.
Transparency in recruitment
and hiring experts to handle surplus
funds is necessary, he said.(PTI)

Three arrested with heroin
Excelsior Correspondent
RAMBAN, June 23: Police
arrested three persons and recovered 6 grams heroin from their possession.
As per police sources, on reliable information a team from
Police Station Ramban led by SHO
Inspector Sandeep Charak laid a
naka and intercepted a Tata Tiago
bearing registration number JK196950.
During checking, police team
recovered 6 grams of heroin from
the possession of three persons and
arrested three persons travelling in
the vehicle.

The arrested persons were
identified as Baljeet Singh, son of
Raj Gopal Singh of Suligam
District Ramban, Reyaz Ahmed,
son of Mohammad Shafi of
Tatarsu District Ramban and Arbaz
Khan, son of Mohammad Shafi of
Chamba Seri District Ramban.
A case FIR Number 227/2022
under section 8/21/22 NDPS Act
was registered in Police Station
Ramban and investigation set into
motion.
The overall operation was carried out under the supervision of
DySP Headquarters Ramban
Pardeep Singh Sen and SP
Ramban Mohita Sharma.

Police solves bike theft case, nabs 2
Excelsior Correspondent

RAJOURI, June 23: The
police in Nowshera sub division
claimed to have solved a case of
theft arresting two accused and
recovering stolen property worth
around Rs1.50 lakhs from their
possession.
A police spokesman said
that on June 13, Police Station
Nowshera received a written
complaint lodged by Suresh
Kumar, son of Jang Bahadur
Singh Choudhary stating that
some unknown burglars have
stolen his motorcycle bearing
registration No. JK11D- 0411
from parking area Nowshera
during the intervening night of
June 12-13.
The police registered a case

FIR No. 132/2022 under relevant sections of law and started
investigation.
During investigation SHO
Nowshera Rajesh Jasrotia assisted by PSI Manish identified a
number of suspects based on
technical exercise and each suspect was put to sustained questioning.
After hectic efforts,
two suspects namely Irfan
Sadiq, son of Sadiq Hussain,
resident of Ward No.13
Nowshera and Haroon Mirza,
son of Mohd Hussain, resident
of Rajal Top, Nowshera were
identified and based on their
disclosure the stolen property, a
motorcycle, with registration
number JK11D 0411 was recovered.

IN THE COURT OF SUB JUDGE/SPL. MOBILE MAGISTRATE JAMMU
PRESENT : SUSHEEL SINGH
Anita Bali W/o Sh Rajesh Kumar Bali R/o Plot No. 110, Mandir Morh Sarwal, Opposite Dewan Janj
Ghar, Jammu.
....Plaintiff
VERSUS
Rajesh Kumar S/o Late Sh Sushil Kumar R/o Plot No. 110, Mandir Morh Sarwal, Opposite Dewan
Janj Ghar, Jammu.
....Defendant
IN THE MATTER OF :- Suit for declaration to the effect that the plaintiff is the legal heir/legal representative of the deceased Late Sh Hans Raj and an absolute owner of the suit properties by virtue
of operation of will dated 07/03/2001 as such is entitled to inherit(i) land measuring 1 Kanal comprised under Khasra No. 2155 min. Khewat No. 49 min, Khata No. 1496 situated at village Kot,
Tehsil & District Jammu; (ii) land measuring 2 kanals comprised under Khasra No. 1908 min.
Khewat No. 5 Khata No. 786 situated at village Raipur Domana, Tehsil & District Jammu and (iii)
receive/claim the amount of Refugee/displaced person of 1947 lying in Provincial Rehabilitation
Officer/Deputy PRO, Jammu at present and in future also for which the deceased Hans Raj was
entitled being Refugee of 1947 who expired on 17-05-2001. With consequent relief of permanent
prohibitory injunction restraining the defendants from laying any claim over the above said benefits.

NOTICE TO PUBLIC AT LARGE
Whereas the plaintiff has filed the above titled suit against the defendant matter narrated in the
head note of this. Now the publication at large is hereby informed through the medium of this
proclamation that if anybody has any objection in decreeing the suit as prayed for, can file objection/written statement in person or through counsel or through any authorize agent on or before
09/07/2022, failing which appropriate order will be passed under law.
Given under my hand and seal of this court today 23/06.22.
Dated: 23/06/2022
Sd/Sub-Judge
Spl. Mobile Magistrate Jammu

PMGSY
(PRADHAN MANTRI GRAM SADAK YOJANA)

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER PMGSY DIVISION KATHUA
Near Govt. Boys Hr. Sec. School /Govt. Women's Degree College, Kathua
e-mail:eepmgsykathua@gmail.com
PH/Fax: - 01922-291007
******************

M/s Walia Construction Co. Engineer & Contractor,
Gurdaspur road PTK.
FINAL NOTICE
No:- EE/PMGSY/KUA/735-39

Dated:- 20.06.2022

Sub:- Construction & Maintenance of road from L032-T01 Barmar Gala to Jhankhar ,
Pkg. no. JK07-267,Block Basohli District Kathua.
Ref:-

DATE SHEET
For Diploma in Elementary Education (D.El.Ed) First Year Examination for the Session
2019-21 Bi-Annual (Private) and Backlog/Re-appear candidates of Session 2013-15, 2017-19.

JAMMU DIVISION
Time: 02.00 p.m
Day & Date
Subject Code
Name of the Paper
Tuesday
501
Childhood and the Development of Children
12-07-2022
CDC
Wednesday
502
Contemporary Indian Society
13-07-2022
CIS
Friday
503
Education, Society, Curriculum and learners
15-07-2022
ESC
Saturday
504
Towards understanding the self
16-07-2022
TUS
Monday
505
Pedagogy across the Curriculum
18-07-2022
PAC
Tuesday
506
Understanding language and early literacy
19-07-2022
ULL
Wednesday
507
Mathematics Education for the Primary School Child
20-07-2022
MEP
Friday
508
Proficiency in English
22-07-2022
PIE
Saturday
510
Children’s Physical and Emotional Health,
23-07-2022
CPE
School Health and Education
Monday
512/513/514/515/516
Proficiency in Urdu/Hindi/Kashmiri/Dogri/Punjabi
25-07-2022
PIU/PIH/PIK/PID/PIP
Note:- The Dates for External teaching Practice (practical) Examination shall be notified
separately after termination of theory examination. However, the school internship(509),
Creative Drama. Fine Arts and Education (511) shall be assessed practically.
The Board Office
Rehari Colony, Jammu
Sd/DIP/J-1385-P/22
Joint Secretary
Dt: 23-6-2022
D.El.Ed, JD

deposit and advance payment, he
added.
Asserting that there is huge
scope for expansion of UCBs and
cooperative credit societies, the
Minister said it is because there is
increased economic activity in
urban centres with 40 per cent
urbanisation in the country.
UCBs are necessary for the
overall development of the country
as these are the only banks that can
lend to lower sections of the society. "We need to uplift the lower section and make them part of the
country's economic development.
This can be done by cooperatives
alone," he said.
The role of UCBs is such that
loans provided by them have
helped some set up major businesses in the country, Shah said and
shared that he knew at least three
such top businessmen who got first
Rs 5 lakh loan from urban cooperative banks and they are now major

OFFICE OF THE RETURNING OFFICER
JKEEGA ELECTION JAMMU
ELECTION NOTIFICATION-(2022-24)
Email; rojkeega202224@gmail.com

(i) EE/PMGSYKUA/2353-57 dated 04.03.2022
(ii) EE/PMGSYKUA/2476-80 dated 11.03.2022.
(iii) EE/PMGSYKUA/327-31 dated 27.04.2022
(iv) EE/PMGSYKUA/809-13 dated 03.07.2021
(v) EE/PMGSYKUA/2516-20 dated 15.03.2022
(vi) PMGSY/SDB/554-56 dated 30.06.2021
(vii) PMGSY/SDB/619-21 dated 13.08.2021
(viii) PMGSY/SDB/670-73 dated 24.09.2021
(ix) PMGSY/SDB/694-97 dated 01.10.2021
(x) PMGSY/SDB/765-67 dated 27.12.2021
(xi) PMGSY/SDB/797-800 dated 27.01.2022
(xii) PMGSY/SDB/10-11 dated 15.04.2022
(xiii) PMGSY/SDB/20 dated 20.04.2022
(xiv) PMGSY/SDB/24 dated 28.04.2022
(xv) PMGSY/SDB/52-53 dated 21.05.2022
(xvi) PMGSY/SDB/60-61 dated 30.05.2022
(xvii) PMGSY/SDB/66-67 dated 04.06.2022
And further Notice no. 01 & 02 also stands issued to your firm.
(i) EE/PMGSYKUA/494-98 dated 28.05.2022 (Notice no. 01)
(ii) EE/PMGSYKUA/483-87 dated 02.06.2022 (Notice no. 02)
As per the report of concerned Asstt. Executive Engineer, the work on above
said road has been stopped by your firm for last more than one year without any reason.
As such, you are directed to resume the work immediately within two days positively as the monsoon season is approaching and there is every apprehension that
the road may get damaged if protection work are not made well before the arriving of
monsoon season and if any unpredicted situation occurs, it shall be your responsibility which may be noted and the action under the guidelines of SBD will be initiated.
M/s Walia Construction Co. Engineer & Contractor,
Gurdaspur road PTK.
FINAL NOTICE

In view of the decision of the Guidance council of J&K Electrical
Engineering Graduates Association (JKEEGA) vide ref noREF-JKEEGA/JMU/2020-22/308-11 Dated 22/06/2022, for conduct of
General Elections to the post of President, JKEEGA for a period of two
years, I undersigned hereby issue the election notification 2022-24 today
on 23.06.2022 for elections to be held in Jammu Province on 16th July,
2022 as under:S.No Schedule
1.
Filing of Nomination as per format devised
2.

4.

Screening and Declaration of valid
nominations
Withdrawal of Nominations and declaration
of final list of candidates
Date and Time of voting

5.

Declaration of Result

3.

Date
24th June to
29th June 2022
30th June 2022
Ist July 2022
16th July 2022,
9 am to 4.30pm
16th July 2022 ,
5.30 pm

Note1. The Nomination forms shall be collected from the office of the
Executive Engineer, ED-Ist, JPDCL Parade Jammu.
2. Designation of Polling stations for casting of ballots shall be notified
separately.
3. Final Voter List shall be published in due course.
4. Campaigning to end 24 hrs. prior to the start of the voting.
5. For any clarifications and information members may call on
9419182100, 9419119088, 9469210553, and 8492003437 and mail
on rojkeega202224@gmail.com
No- JKEEGA/Elections/2022-24 /01
Dated- 23-06-2022

Sd/(Er. Avneet Gupta)
Returning officer
JKEEGA Elections

No:- EE/PMGSY/KUA/730-34

Dated:- 20.06.2022

Sub:- Construction & Maintenance of road from L024-Tickri to Jamna, JK07269, ,Block Basohli District Kathua.
Ref:-

(i) EE/PMGSY/KUA/809-13 dated 03.07.2021
(ii) EE/PMGSY/KUA/1425-29 dated 07.10.2021
(iii) EE/PMGSY/KUA/1853-57 dated 18.12.2021
(iv) EE/PMGSY/KUA/2420-24 dated 10.03.2022
(v) EE/PMGSY/KUA/2516-20 dated 15.03.2022
(vi) EE/PMGSY/KUA/2639-43 dated 23.03.2022
(vii) EE/PMGSY/KUA/2651-55 dated 25.03.2022
(viii)EE/PMGSY/KUA/327-31 dated 27.04.2022
(x) PMGSY/SDB/554-56 dated 30.06.2021
(xi) PMGSY/SDB/674-77 dated 24.09.2021
(xii) PMGSY/SDB/690-93 dated 01.10.2021
(xiii) PMGSY/SDB/746-48 dated 03.12.2021
(xiv) PMGSY/SDB/768-70 dated 27.12.2021
(xv) PMGSY/SDB/858-61 dated 05.03.2022
(xvi)PMGSY/SDB/54-55 dated 21.05.2022
(xvii) PMGSY/SDB/62-63 dated 30.05.2022
(xviii) PMGSY/SDB/64-65 dated 04.06.2022
And further Notice no. 01 & 02 also stands issued to your firm.
(i) EE/PMGSY/KUA/488-92 dated 28.05.2022 (Notice No. 01)
(ii) EE/PMGSY/KUA/588-92 dated 02.06.2022 (Notice No. 02)
The above noted works stands allotted to your firm vide Chief Engineer PMGSY
Jammu's NTP no. CEJ/PMGSY/21824-33 Dated 31/10/2018. As per the report of concerned Asstt. Executive Engineer, the work of WBM Gr-III has been completed upto
KM 4th and further the work from KM 4th onwards to end of road i.e. KM 7th stopped
by your firm without any reason.
As such, you are directed to resume the work immediately within two days positively, so that the B.T shall be laid at an earliest in the best interest of public or the
action as per the guidelines of the SBD will be initiated.
DIP/J-3734/22
Date: 23/06/2022

Sd/Executive Engineer
PMGSY Division,
Kathua.

